
I 
like putting things in mental boxes. I don’t know how 
much of that some from being neurodiverse and how much 
is just the human impulse towards control. But I find it 
strangely comforting. Some of my earliest role-playing 

writing as a child involved dragons. If a red dragon shot fire, 
and a blue dragon shot lightning, what would an orange dragon 
exhale? What would an aquamarine dragon burst forth? What 
would a cornflower dragon vomit up? I did lists of dragons 
hundreds long, with their hit dice and breath type listed out. 
Later, I would take military action figures and interpret them 
through the lens of Revised Recon. What was their primary 
Military Operational Specialty? Their secondary MOS? How did 
a Cobra Trooper compare in Strength to a H.E.A.T. Viper? And 
so on. So I’ll be up front: I appreciate a handsome list.

Categorization is a means of imposing an artificial order on the 
world, and a useful one. When going out for a beachside swim, 
understanding the difference between a dolphin and a shark is 
key. It can be the key between safety and death. Or… is it really? 
Dolphin attacks are hardly unknown. Finding a comparison 
between sharks and dolphin attacks is difficult—shark attacks 
are widely reported and sensationalized, whereas dolphin attacks 
are not. Sharks seem to be more dangerous, if not nearly as 
dangerous as popular media would have us believe. But that 
doesn’t make dolphins safe. The widespread belief that dolphins 
are kind, friendly creatures was pushed by shows like Flipper and 
sea parks, but it turns out they’re actually tremendously strong 
creatures that can do a lot of damage. Especially if a swimmer 
thinks they’re safe, and proceeds to agitate our “finny friends” by 
being overtly familiar or ignoring warning signs.

E. Gary Gygax, one of the designers involved with Dungeons 
& Dragons, loved to categorize things. If that wasn’t clear 
in Advanced Dungeons & Dragons, it’s absolutely clear in 
Dangerous Journeys, his third role-playing game. In Epic of 
Ærth, we get endless lists of dubious importance, like the square 
mileage of lakes, randomized colors of “phæree” plants, to the 
formulae determining the “racial admixtures” of “Azir”. This 
was, of course, nothing new. He’d categorized morality and 
afterlives in the Players Handbook, and the Dungeon Masters 
Guide has lists of furnishing divided by type (in case you want 
to know how magic-users do internal decoration), governmental 
forms, and an infamous list of “harlot encounters”. And here I 
am, making lists of lists he made. But that’s just the tip of the 
Gygaxian iceberg.

Though few games have loved lists nearly as much as Gygax 
did (the Dungeon Masters Guide is probably 50% just… lists), 
the love of categorization has carried on into many games. One 
book on my shelf, the Ultimate Toolbox, is just book of lists for 
gamemasters to use in fantasy games, whether that’s listings of 
merchant goods to names of pirate vessels. I’m familiar with 
another publisher, Lee’s Lists, that made a decent chunk of 
change just selling his eponymous lists to gamers. And this makes 
sense. Rules rely on definitions to avoid arguments. Knowing 
how much damage your weapon does, whether it’s a fouchard-
fork or a glaive-guisarme, eases play and avoids any discussions 
of blade length and weapon weight in regards to injuries dealt. 
Even beyond that, having example lists of options can ease the 
creative weight put on a gamemaster.

But there’s a darker side to categorization. In Epic of Ærth, 
Gygax describes people by color: Black (African), Brown 
(Southeast Asian), Red (Atlantean, Egyptian), and Yellow (other 
Asians). He divides up the world by their religious pantheons, 
and then by their nationality (all countries are described as 
European-style nation-states, even where it might not fit). And 
while he avoids overt discussion of racial traits most of the time, 
and it isn’t reflected directly in the mechanics, he does tend to 
focus on the appearance of the local people, especially if they 
aren’t white. And occasionally there are troubling slips, like when 
describing the descendants of “Aryan nomads” as “typical White 
race sort, but much intermixed with many other nationalities … which 
is quite strong, good-looking, and able”. Similarly, the “[Vikings of 
Norge] represent the epitome of the northern branch of the White 
race”.

“… the Nepalese are quite honest, good-looking and brave…”

“The two Red races are proven in ability…”

“[Dalmatians are] uniformly tall, lean, muscular, and of brave and 
noble disposition.”

“As the upper class [of Ys] is haughty and arrogant, the middle is 
scheming and avaricious, and the lower is sullen, surly, and prone to 
violence.”

“[Afganis of Kabul] are ruthless, tough, independent, and prone 
to homicide. They seem open and trustworthy, but the opposite is 
usually true.”



Gygax fixated on race. Whether or not it was “important” 
mechanically, he considered it important enough to continually 
describe what people had settled where, who their ancestors 
were, where they’d mixed—and more rarely, offer a comment 
like those shown above. Of all the information he could offer 
gamemasters, he no doubt considered this one essential. And 
while few games have been quite this obsessed with an overt 
discussion of human race—outside of a few infamous titles I 
won’t dignify with names—they have inherited his focus on 
“demihumans”. Even that very name implies a “lesser” quality 
through the demi- prefix. And while that clumsy name was often 
discarded, humans are almost always the dominant species. 

Other “non-human” races often take on roles analogous to 
human cultures, often in ways that reflect the most troubling 
stereotypes of our modern world. The Tezcat of Palladium RPG 
Book VII: Yin-Sloth Jungles are perhaps the most offensive, 
crass form of the “African cannibal” stereotype. The Vistani 
of Dungeons & Dragons’ Curse of Strahd and Critical Role’s 
Tal’Dorei Campaign Setting represent a particularly virulent 
view of the Romani. And Gygax uses gnomes in Epic of Ærth as 
stand-ins for… Jewish people. I’m sure you can think of other 
examples from your RPG books.

Now, obviously “don’t do that” is the obvious response to such 
mistakes; it’s not the major design insight I’m looking to. There 
are ways of playing with traditional fantasy species like elves or 
dwarves that minimize their role as a particular ethnic stand-in. 
Talking to the minorities impacted by these is the easiest way 
to start with this sort of thing, but the point is categorization is 
a tool of power, whether that power is a governmental state or 
an influential game writer. And like all forms of power, it can 
become a type of violence—not in the sense of taking a swing at 
someone, but in the sense of attacking the identity and agency of 
real people. Granted, having a nasty stereotype in a game isn’t the 
major problem that discriminatory policing or hiring is. But it’s 
a tiny tentacle tip of a larger, more cephaloidic system of racism, 
and worth cutting out of our hobby.

But at the moment, I’m more interested in categorization as 
a larger part of our hobby. Classes pin people into roles, and 
the treatment of those roles is impacted by the prejudices of 
their developers—it should be no surprise that most of the early 
Dungeons & Dragons creators played spellcasters (chiefly, 
magic-users), and as a result they get the lion’s share of in-game 
toys. Whenever we categorize something, we often decide how 
potent it is in relation to others, intentionally or unintentionally. 
In addition, creating a list of things emphasizes its importance. 
Next to me, I have a 30-year old list of guns created for 
Cyberpunk 2020 printed on dot-matrix paper. There’s scores of 
guns, from the real-world Ruger Blackhawk to the fictional Teen 
Dream. And with enough patience, I’m sure I could find out the 
best overall gun, and discard the rest of the list. Despite having 
over ten pages of guns and ammo, there’s no doubt some ideal 
weapon to draw on the streets of Night City. And the fact that 
list exists is testament to how important guns were to Cyberpunk 
2020 players; there’s no similar list of computers or cool jackets, 
ironically.

That isn’t always a bad thing. Picking from a tall list of 
options feels like a powerful choice. If I pick my gun, it’ll be an 
important gun, because I discarded another nine pages of gun to 
get to the one I put on my hip. The monster I put into a dungeon 
gains importance because I chose it for my players. But ideally, 
you want your categories and lists to serve a greater purpose.

On the other hand, games like Apocalypse World avoid the 
“superiority” game mainly by focusing on giving characters 
distinctly different options instead of simple numeric distinctions. 
The choice becomes one of choices, opening up future options 
for your character instead of just trying to find the right balance 
between caliber and range. That’s not to say you can’t have a list 
of guns, or a list of guns with different numbers, but bear in mind 
that doing so sends a signal to the players that guns are important. 
(Ideally, I think if you’re going to go full gun porn, at least make 
them distinct in terms of unique abilities / traits.) 

If your character creation opens with a list of species and their 
traits, that pushes players to think of the differences between 
people and which is optimal for their goals. Having elves 
and dwarves be different doesn’t just simulate the differences 
between elves and dwarves, it also signals to players that they’re 
different and emphasizes their stereotypes. Mind, stereotypes 
aren’t necessarily a bad thing; they can be an easy way to help 
players build a concept. But they also create a potential bridge 
between fictional stereotypes and real stereotypes, and when your 
orcs are described as wielding spears, beating on hide drums, 
and having shamans… well. Mistakes can be made. But if your 
choice is between an Earth-born human, a space-born human, and 
an uplifted octopus, that’s a different story.

Lists are more than just collections of items; categorization 
informs the themes of your game and emphasizes items of 
importance. They’re a thing of power, even in the small sphere 
of a tabletop elfgame. That power can be used to guide and aid 
players, but it can just as easily mislead or hurt them.

Just something to put down on your…



This essay is titled “Lust for Lists”.

Other Resources

It’s Lee’s Lists!

Dangerous Journeys is now long out of print and has never 
been put up for electronic sale. If you’re curious, you’ll have 
to search the underbelly of RPG PDFs, but be warned: it’s 
painfully dry as far as games go. It’s also essentially incomplete, 
despite the fact it had about a half-dozen books.

Really, they want $29.95 for an electronic copy of the Ultimate 
Toolbox? It’s $125+ on Amazon.com and at Half-Price Books? I 
got my copy for free at the AEG booth with a $5 pack of custom 
playing cards…

Look at all those things!

So many things!

What will I choose?!
There are too many things!

Make a list of the things that 
you want to choose! Then 

choose from that list!

I can’t! There are too many things!

It’s okay! Let me show 
you my list of steps to-

There are too many steps!

https://www.drivethrurpg.com/browse/pub/4843/Lees-Lists
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/63106/Ultimate-Toolbox
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/63106/Ultimate-Toolbox

